Canterbury Richmond
The Christ of art is the Christ as a lamb led to the slaughter. In his tender eyes and the calm brow we
see a soul palpitating with love, offering itself to sacrifice, patient under sorrow, looking out beyond
the confines of this earth. When passion closed as when he wept over Jerusalem or prayed in the
garden – or agony lives it as when he cried out to his Father, “My Lord, why has thou forsaken me”.
it is not the passion of a man strong in will and energetic in action nor the agony of a man under the
tortures of the world only. Christ is the man of love, his passion is a passion to be loved, his agony
that he has not been loved. As such we know him. He appealed to the meek and lowly; he spoke
comfort to the poor and suffering; he helped the weak and sorrowing and when the dreams of the
Son of Man coming again in the clouds to found an earthly kingdom and to vindicate those who had
believed his report, passed away. Christians found consolation in the human love of their late
master. They treasured his sympathetic words in their hearts, and whilst succeeding ages were
engaged in investing Christianity with pomp and power, using it to satisfy ambition, reigning in its
name, conquering in its name, enacting tribute in its name, the man Christ has been handed down to
us as a simple Nazarene, a poor carpenter, a dreamy idealist, one whose kingdom is not of this
world. We have lost but one side of his character-the human one. Only in these later days of bold
realism in art and literature have we had a Christ subject to our infirmities, marred and scarred with
the bitterness of a hard life, haggard with care, in whose eyes gleaned a hidden human passion, on
whose lips sat a determined purpose.
Yet from Christ the man – from Christ feeling humanity’s weakness and sharing humanity’s fears –
have we most of those words that brace up for action. They come to us like the west winds in early
spring to revive and strengthen us. They tell us of danger though never whispering a retreat of
sorrow though nought of faintheartedness, of a struggle though silent of despair. “Oh man” they say
to us “Thy house is not yet. You can see it from afar and you must attain it. My approach is not like
that pleasant field path, where children run in summer, and which lovers seek at twilight. The way is
beset with thorn and tangled wood, the path is broken and hid in shadow. Many strange creatures
have their dens in the wilderness; many strange forms flit through its seasons in seeking man. Thou
art a warrior. Thou hast to conquer, thou hast to subdue. In your hand has the spirit of truth placed a
sword.
Sending out the first 70 preachers often for these thoughts filled the mind of Christ. He was breaking
up an old order. He had a new truth to preach to the world. His gospel was compassionate and
tender and its preachers were in their conduct to be like it. They were to be persecuted from city to
city, turned from door to door. But they were to go out in faith taking neither tents nor food. They
were to offer no resistance to the authorities; they come but to testify against their persecutors by
shaking the dust off their feet. and here arrived by the coming days passed through the breaking
mind. “Think not that I am come to bring peace on earth. I come not the bring peace but a sword.”
A vision of flame. The catacombs of fire and blood, of the arena, of the cross, of family divisions, of
broken friendships, a vision of that death grapple between light and darkness, between truth and
error.
When the struggle passed through Christ’s mind, he saw not the bloody strife of nations contending
for the masking, of ambitious kings, of jealous statesmen. Nor by his word did he seek to sanction
such a struggle. Armies are not armed with the sword Christ brought with him and left behind him.
When the nations of the earth break peace and send out their men of battle to kill and be killed their
wars are not that which Christ raised. Nor even is their war waged by Christianity – so called – itself.
When it blessed armies to carry it forward at the bayonet point; when Christian nations invade the

lands of uncivilized men and lay them waste. Christianity cannot be propagated by force. Its skeleton
of doom may thus be carried into the unknown lands, for force cannot advance the articulated
framework. Force cannot advance the armies of the Christian spirit; the apostles were not to use this
sword against the magistrates as Peter did afterwards. If Christ’s sword is neither of these much less
it that of Christian internecine warfare. It was no vision of Catholic and Protestant, of sect and creed,
of assent and dissent, of church and chapel that made him warn his first apostles that he came
sword in hand. Christ’s battle is not thus fought, Christ’s cause is not thus advanced, Christ’s
kingdom not thus founded. The sword of man weak yet self-assured, tottering yet presumptious,
walking in mystery but encased in bigotry that sects and creeds wield. And the battles of Christians
but lead the weak astray and dissipate the strength of the strong.
Christ has laid his sword in the breast of common humanity and few have come there to seek it. Yet
what glorious battles have been fought with it when men knew not themselves but obeyed the
pulses of their souls. Then another time of great causes when from the receding pages of history we
see the faces of strong men. These are the glimpses of the highest which established us in our faith,
which inclines us to cry out “nothing is impossible to man”
The ordinary course of national event is determined by the expedient . rarely is it that a profession
of faith is made in the ballot box. Political programmes but seldom spring from the spirit of religion
and politicians rarely appeal to the spiritual principle in man. But at times nations rise to God, a
great impulse to do what is good in itself independent of its consequences now and again moves
through a nation. The slow flow of mundane events is broken and on a sudden a people rise
together to divine heights. Such was the great slavery struggle in America. Such was our own civil
war of the seventeenth century. Laws and customs chain the expanding man. Either man must be
stunted or the chains must be ?????? thus does it come to be that we have our gospels of
discontent, our demagogues, our social dreamers, our threats of social disruption. That strange
attribute of human consciousness by which we are able to choose the good from the bad, the
undesirable from the undesirable, the more preferable from the less preferable makes it inevitable
that men are to be critics and reformers of society. On social institutions the mind dashes as sea
waves on the face of a cliff. Every gain makes further gain possible. Higher standpoints make the
landscape wider; and not only are we able to choose the more preferable of the things that are now
in existence, but we construct ideal existences and measure the actual by them. Are we republican,
we are not weakened in our faith by the experience of France and America, for we have an ideal
republic in our own mind. Are we Socialists, we are not discouraged by the failure of Socialistic
experiment for in our minds we have a system free of all the errors of the old ones. Thus are we kept
faithful to our ideals so that the circumstances of life, let them never be so discouraging, nevre quite
conquer us. Thus also must we ever progress. We are now in the midst of great discontent. The
workman is up demanding better conditions of life. He complains of his wages, his hours, his house,
his opportunities. Reason has shattered some of our most cherished faiths and old beliefs and we
wander disconsolate, feeling the void but not knowing how to fill it. Our political institutions and
machinery are threatened with change, people ask for a new departure in Christianity, in literature,
in the drama, in art. Much of what is wanted to be changed has produced good results, and none has
been an evil. We must not suppose they have failed because men now seek to abolish them or put
something else in their place. Nay, the very fact that they are thus threatened may in future time be
the justification of their existence. They raised men. From them people could see into the future and
that future was filled with fairer images than what crowded the present. The to be must therefore
always destroy the is in progressive communities because in such communities ideas are stronger
than facts. A society that is not stagnant, a society that mounts up to God is never without the grains
of its own destruction. They come with its life and develop with its life. It is nevre at peace. Its end

follows as naturally as its beginning. The men who aid it in its work do not come to sooth it, to
establish it for ever. They come not to send peace but a sword.
A few more keenly sympathetic than others, or as we should prefer to say, closer in touch with that
spirit which fulfils itself in a perfecting humanity, lead the way. Long before the mass of men
complain, a handful are at work bringing in the new life. They are first considered the enemies of
society, and are persecuted sa were the seventy. But as they heal the morally lame, open the eyes of
the blind, and free those in bonds, then their gospels begin to be accepted, and they are no longer a
minority. The world thinks with them. In a few generations they are called old-fashioned. But these
are still minorities in their places. For facts never overtake ideas, the world of our experience is
never so perfectly beautiful as the world of the mind.
By pain and suffering, by tears and fears does humanity progress. So with the individual. There are
men who live as if they were mechanisms, as if the world were themselves, as if they had no
neighbours and no fellows, as if they were not part of a wider humanity. In these days of
introspection and doubt, when the mind yearning for goodness is distracted by the many
temptations it meets and the many disappointments it encounters, we sometimes in our quiet
moments think that those sheltered from the gusts of human feeling are the blessed. They are in the
cool shade in the valleys, we have left them behind and mounted up the hillsides. But no sooner did
we leave the low sheltered nooks than the sun which bathed them in warmth seems to lose its heat.
We got a finer view, but it was cold. Our souls would up still higher even though the glistening
summits of the mountains now seemed capped with snow. But our bodies shrank from the task.
Yonder were seclusion and rest, the routine of activities unbroken lay there. Here everything is
strange and so strange s to be unsympathetic. We mounted to be near the changeless, we have
come to a chaos of change. We sigh for peace. Put us in a wilderness but give us peace. Let us know
nought of the world but give us rest. But our souls will not have it. We listened to them and they
brought us up. They will lead us still higher and to new difficulties. And when we think of our Christs,
in whatever form they come to us, they cheer us with one assurance “I came not to send peace but a
sword” and when we think of the fellow pilgrims that went before us and made the beginning of the
road easy we know that the good fulfilled itself in them not by sending peace upon them but by
revealing to them more difficulty, more evil, more pain than the ordinary men knew.
What a strange history is Christianity’s. even before Christ had departed, even before it had begun
its propaganda in dead earnest, its adherents were turned out of towns, brought before magistrates,
treated as enemies to society. And when it had grown stronger the whole power and cruelty of the
Roman Empire were brought to bear on it to crush it. Families were divided; husbands persecuted
wives; fathers, children; and brothers, sisters. There was no compromise. Like a friend almost came
the Christian doctrine upon the world. It rent the passions in a man’s own bosom; from that, it tore
through his household, and then threatened his nation. Behind him, Christ had left the cruellest of
swords – that sword which lacerates the affections, the sword of the spirit. But Christianity grew and
when it, after having been established and championed by the great ones of the earth, sunk into
formulas upon which people traded and from which they forged chains to bind the mind, peace
again left the earth and we had the sorry spectacle of sect persecution. Again in the turmoil of
contention, on the rack, in the Smithfield fires, on the Scottish hillside the soul found peace.
Times have changed; we are not hunted from town to town. We do not confess to the torture, we
do not have to fear martyrdom for our opinions. But still on the walls where we come to worship,
where we come to forget the world of sense and behold the realm of spirit, when we come to feel
the presence of the highest, need we this inscribed “I come not to send peace but a sword”

Open we our eyes wide enough, and what do we see? Does not injustice reign around us? Is it not
now as in the days of the apostle “The time of the labourers who have reaped down your fields
which is of you kept back by fraud crieth; and the cries of the which have reaped and suffered into
the ears of the Lord of Sabbath” and where is truth? Thousands of voices are singing in praise today,
but how many hearts are receiving truth in the simple gladness of little children? Could we gather
together that vast volume of tone which has come up this morning; Christian humanity’s profession
of belief in its common father, would it not burst out incomparably louder than the peals from an
overhead thunder cloud? Could we gather the heart impulses which beat a response “my brother”,
how faint would the pulse have been. We are sinking in the shady nooks of the valley and the village
church bells we hear, we imagine to be ringing down from heaven upon us.
If we rise, opinion is against us. If we discard the sensuous pleasures of the world – its riches, its
praise, its comforts – and pursue the path which the soul points out for us, men say we die failures.
It is better to die leaving a legacy to a few relatives than to have spread smiles over actions and
poverty stricken faces, so says the world in its heart. If we refuse to conform to the meaningless
demands of society, society points the finger of scorn and pity at us. If Christ came today, would we
receive him with all our formalities blinding us to the truth and the beauty of the pure human soul?
Of a Christ of the 19th century would not the prophecy of faith be fulfilled as it was in the Christ of
the 1st? “For we shall grow up before him as a tender plant, and as a root out of the ground; he hath
no form nor comeliness; and when we shall see him, there is no beauty that we should desire him:
he is despised and rejected of men; a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief, and we hid as it
were our faces from him: he was despised and we esteemed him not.”
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